Although this paper is meant as a survey on Banach spao-es it co.iteains some 'new' results and many new proofs of old results. An example of the latter is (3.6) and (3.10) where one proves that every closed subspace of a free Banach space is itself free.
Most of section 7» Differential equations, is new. In this section one constructs primitive functions for continuous functions and rediscovers a formula of D.
Treiber. Subsequently differential equations are solved. A more detailed study of primitive functions shows that any function "which is the pointwise limit of a se"-quence of continuous functions and whose image is relatively compact has a primitive fur -tion. The field K we are working with is supposed to be complete with respect to a non-trivial, non-archimedian valuation. Its valuation ring Li € K ||^l| ^ 1J is denoted by V, the maximal ideal ofV by m = \X C K | |;U < 1) its residue field / by k. The value group of K will be denoted by |K^| . For constructions etc.
we often choose ^ & K with 0 < (Tr|^ 1. if the valuation of K is discrete we suppose that ln| generates |K*( i.e. \K*I = ^JIT | n } n 6 2^.
(1.1) Let I be a set and ^ : I -> ^r € (R | r > 0} . Then I 00 (l,^i ,K) = l°° (l,p.) will denote the Banach space of all functions f : I -»• K satisfying sup |f(i)| k{i.)<o^ . property pid) = [ij then we abbreviate 1^(1,^) (resp. c(l, ^) and c (I, p.)) by 1^(1) (resp. c (I) and c (i)). o (1.2) Let E be a Banach space (or just a topological space) and X a topological space then C(X -^ E) denotes the set of all continuous functions of X -^E. If E is a Banach space and X is compact then C(X ->E) is a Banach space under the norm lit I/ = sup il|f(x)() | x £ Xi.
For the space C(X -» K) we sometines use the abbrevation C(X).
(1.3) Let E and F be Banach spaces then <£ (E,F) = I 1 : E -^ F | 1 is K-linear and continuous I is a Banach space under the norm (jl H = supjjll(x)!/ (Ixif^xeE.
x ^ 0 I . The dual <^(E,K) of E is denoted by E'. Both vector spaces are normed by ll^i^ci^ = sup ^i^ '
(1*5) Let E be 'a Banach space and F a closed subspace of E. Then the vector space
•n /-is again a Banach space under the quotient-norm given by l|tl( = inf {(|e|/ | e€E, p(e) = t j , where a denotes the canonical map p: E.
-> E / .
Let E -> G be a continuous map between Banach spaces. We will say that o< induces the •p norm on G if the induced map / / v -> G is bijective and isometric.
(1.6) For a Banach space E we denote the sphere (x€E| ||x-a||^ ^ by B(a,p). §.2. Injective Banach spaces. (1) E is injective, Proof. Let E be. injective and F a quotient of E,, 'n' : E ->¥ the canonical map.
Consider a sequence of spheres B(a , p ) = B in F with the property B 0 B for all n. By induction one constructs a sequence ^b I in F such that
) and ^ (b ) = a for all n. (Induction step: a ,-a ='n'(c) n i n~ i n' i i n n n n+1 n for some c € E, since |a ,-a | .< p one can suppose |c \<p , . Put b , = b +c) n+1 n i i n • ' n"~ 1 n+1 n Any e € riB(b , n _ ) has the property Tr (e) € (\ B . The second statement of (2.4) has analogous proof. ' (2.5) Proposition. Let $E \ be a sequence of Banach spaces. The Banach spacê n /^-is injective. -.n Proof. Analogous to (2.U). See f^J .
Notation. If E = E for all n, we write 1^(E) for TR > c (E) for ^E and c(E) for -'-~~-" n v\ o n the subspace of -^(E) of all sequences having a limit in E. The map E -^ 1 co (E) given by e ^ (e,e,...) induces an isometry A-: E ^ I 00 (E)/ /_^. And we find for E c^(E} every E a canonical injective resolution°"^1
•'%"-1°1 %«-. Proof. A -p has a left inverse P with |lp|| = C < 00 . The map P induces a norm on E which makes E injective and has the property II l( ^ |l (j ^ C l| l|^ .
(2.9) Definitions. A K-linear isometry E <^. F is called essential (or F an essential extension of E) if for all f £' F there exists e € E with (lf-e|| < l)f|/ . A K-linear isometry E C F is a maximal completion if F is injective and E <^, F is essential.
(2.10) Proposition. Every Banach space E has a maximal completion (denoted by E) which is unique up to (non-canonical) isomorphism.
Proof. Take for E a maximal essential extension of 4-(E) in the Banach space l^E)
: E C E is essential and since ' ) / . . is maximally complete also E is maximally complete. The unicity follows easily from , ( 2 . 2 ) .
(2.11) In the last proof there was a choice of a maximal essential extension of a subspace F inside an injective space G. The next lemma clarifies this situation.
Lemma. Let F be a closed subspace of an injective space G and let F. = (i=1,2)
denote maximal essential extensions of F inside G. Then (i) F and F are injective and there exists a K-linear bijective isometric cr : G -> G such 0-|F = id and cr(F ) = F .
(ii) If F C^ G is not essential and F is not injective then F has many different maximal extensions in G.
Proof.(i) If F. is not injective then there exists a set of spheres ^B(a ,p n in G with a C F. for all n and such that 0 B(a , 0 ) ^ 0 and D B(a ,? ) Q F. = 0. n i n ' n n / n i Choose e C/lB(a ,p ) . Then,as one easily sees,F. + Ke is an essential extension, contrary to the assumption that F. is maximal. Hence F. is injective. Let H be a subspace of G -which is maximal with respect to the property |1 f+h II = max(Uf (f,||hl|) for all f € F, h C H. (We express this sometimes by H IF). Then it is easily seen that H is injective, H ^ F -H 3 F = E. By (2.10) there is a bijective isometric map f : F, -> F-with t|E = id» Then 0' = id --($ 't has the required properties. Then L as K-Banach space is an essential extension of K and by (2.10) isomorphic to a subspace of K. Hence card(L) ^ card(K) and the class of all essential field extensions of K is in fact a set. The lemma of Zorn applied to this set yields the existence of a maximal complete field L ,3 K which is an essential extension of K. Proof. Let N sr J C I be the subset corresponding to the given sequence. Sincê^' M^ is a direct summand of c (l,^. ) an application of (2.U) shows that it is enough to consider the case c^dN,?.) and ^(t) ^ ^ (2) (n+1) . Hence (X-•I ( < 1 for all n ; this contradicts lim X = 0. n (2.14) Let E be a Banach space, such that every strictly decreasing sequence in E' has limit zero. Then E is injeetive.
(Note that the existence of such E i-0 implies that the valuation of K i,s discrete).
Proof. Let [B \ be a sequence of spheres in E such that B 3 B for all n. We n 1 n n+1 may suppose that all radii ? lie in ' E and that p > P -\ for a11 n - is injeetive if and only if the valuation of K is discrete and every strictly decreasing sequence in k(l) has limit zero.
Proof. If the valuation of K is dense then c ((N,pt) ^ c r^^9 ^')> vhere ^' can be chosen such that ^'(l). contains a strictly decreasing sequence with positive limit.
Hence the condition is necessary. Also sufficient because (K*| discrete and every strictly decreasing sequence in ^(l) has limit 0 implies that every strictly decreasing sequence in || c (I, [4: ) || has limit zero. Apply now (2.14). Then E is the subspace of I 00 (I, (^ ) given by E = [f e i^d, ^ for every £ > 0 the set |j £ I ( |f(j)|>^£.^ is decreasing .
Proof. We note that a finite union of decreasing sets is again decreasing. It follows that the subspace I 00 (i, ^) given in the statement is equal to (^"^ Suppose that the valuation of K is discrete. Let n be a positive integer.
For any Eanach space E over K there exists a norm (( |j^ on E such that , , Hence E is isomorphic to the direct summand P(E) of c (I, IA).
" <= " Let E be a direct summand of the free space F ; P: F -> E a projection of c^ i norm 1 ; B -> C a strict surjection ; (p-: E -> C a bounded map. Then (3.7) Before giving the proof that every projective Banach space is in fact free, we turn to Banach spaces of countable type.
Definition. A Banachspace E is of countable type if it has a countable subset which generates a dense linear subspace of E.
Remarks.
The definition above is the analogous of"separable Banach space over (R or 0".
The condition E is separable would be too restrictive since the base field K need • not be separable. Further we note that subspaces and quotient spaces of an E of countable type are also of countable type.
Definition. Let E be a Banach space over K, A a subset of E and c<6<R» 0 < °< ^ 1.
The set, A is called o( -orthogonal if for every finite (or convergent) linear combination ^ \, a the inequality l|Z.. X a || ^, oc max j X j llalj holds. /-. a a a a & A A is said to be an 0( -orthogonal base of E if moreover every x C E can be written as a convergent sum x = S-^ a.
Remark. an Ot -orthogonal base.
2) If E is a Banach space of countable type and K is maximally complete then E has an orthogonal base.
3) I_ E is a subspace of c-(lN, (^ ) then E has an orthogonal base.
4) If every strictly decreasing sequence in ItE j| has limit zero then E has an orthogonal base.
h) If the valuation of K is discrete and E is a Banachspace over K then for every 0( , 0 < CX < 1, E has an 0( -orthogonal base.
Proof. 1) Assume for notational convenience that dim E = W . Choose a sequence {E \ ----l n)
of subspace of E such that E C E ,, UE = E, dim E = n. Choose further a -n n+1 ^TI n sequence[^^\ C R, 0 < (X^ < 1, with fT 0( ^ >y c< .
Take an element y C E^\ E _ and z € E , with
an o< -orthogonal base of E.
(a) x has the property I ^ x^+y U ^ o<^ max( ||^ X^ |S , II y l| ) for y C E^ .
Proof-of (a). We may suppose A = -1. If ||x -y |K 0< max(II x || , |l y l| ) then (y^-z^-y||< 0 n II y^n^1 1^ hly^^ I z e ^-it • This is a oo^radiction.
Proof of (b). The formula is correct for n = 1. If n > 1 then by n n-1 (a) we have || ^T X^xj| >/ Oi max(|| X x H , |( ^X.x. || ) and., by induction hypon thesis again,^ fT °^ • max( K X .x. || ).
Hence we did prove that Sx ^ is a -orthogonal. It is an ^ -orthogonal base of the closed subspace F generated by the set (x \ . But F contains every E and ( -n j n must be equal to E.
2) and 3). One has to show that the construction in part 1) can be carried out with o( = 1 for all n. For this it suffices to show that for subspaces F C F C E with dim F = dim F +1 < oo there exists a projection p : F--> F with norm 1.
Case 2) We prove a more general result : "Every finite-dimensional F over a maximally complete K is free (and hence injective by 2..U))"
If dim F = 1 this is clear. If dim F > 1, F has a subspace F with 0 < dim F C dim F. By induction F is free and hence by (2.4) a direct summand of F. Write F = F ffi F . Again by induction F is free and so F is free. The property familiar for complex Hi Ibert-spaces : "Every maximal orthogonal subset is an orthogonal base" is in general not true for free Banach spaces over K as will be shown in the next proposition. Criteria for maximal orthogonal subsets to be an orthogonal base are provided in (3.9) Proposition. Let E be a Banach'space over K. The following conditions are equivalent.
<•
(1) Every maximal orthogonal subset of E is an orthogonal base (2) E satisfies one of the following two conditions a) dim E < JDO and E has an orthogonal base.
b) every strictly decreasing sequence in {) E \\ has limit zero.
Proof. (2) 
Case b)
. This is in fact proved in part 4) of (3.8).
(1) ^ (2). E ^ C^1 9 h^ for some I and h-• If E does not satisfy (2) then I is infinite and we can choose ^ such that the set (l) contains a strictly decreasing sequence with positive limit.
So it suffices to give a maximal orthogonal subset of c ((N, L), where (2) > ... and lim )-*/(!) > 0, which is not an orthogonal base. Put { n =e n +e n^ (n >/1).
Since ( f -e (( < l| f II = lie I) for all n, the set )f i is a maximal orthogonal n n n n c n) subset of c (K, It). It is not an orthogonal base since e cannot be expanded as a o0 convergent sum •7-\ f . is an orthogonal base of E(J ). Contradiction with the maximality of (J,B). Definitions. An orthogonal set (resp. -base) is called an ortho normal set (resp.
-base) if all its elements have norm 1. A subring R (containing 1) of V= ^X€.K| \X\ ^ 1^ is called discrete if sup ? [ r | |r C R, ( r | < 1 ^ < 1. Proof. The method of (3.10) and (3.11) yields that it suffices to show (3.12) in the case I = IN. We will use the following notations : F = the closed subspace of (3.16) Let XI denote the completion of the algebraic closure of ^ , the field -P of p-adic integers. Then -XI is not maximally complete.
Proof. .0. is a Banach space of countable type over ^ , hence by (3.8) is isomorphic to c^((N,^,€L) and by (2.15) not maximally complete. Showing that fl is in fact a field presents no difficulties. with card I $. )f . By (2.15) the set I is finite if K is not discrete.
(3.20) Suppose that E is an injective Banach space over K and let K be a valued field which is a maximal completion of K. Then E has a structure of Banach space over K compatible with its structure as K-Banach space.
Proof. Let E be the closed subspace of E generated by a maximal orthogonal subset.
o So E-and E are both maximal completions of E , hence K-isomorphic by (2.10). Suppose that E has an o<-orthogonal base for some /X -^ 1. Does it
follow that E has a fi -orthogonal base for every /3 < 1 ?
(ii) Let A. (i=1,2) be subsets of E and 0 < 0< (iv) Suppose that E has the property : every e 6 E lies in an injective subspace of E. Does E have the structure of a K-Banach space ? If E itself is injective the answer is "yes" to (3.20).
(v) Let E be a Banach space over K. " Is the center of (^(E^) equal to Kid. ? §.U. Duality.
In this section we study the duals of Banach spaces E and the canonical Since (p is bijective and ^ is injective it follows that ^ is surjective and hence E. is reflexive.
Suppose that there exists a reflexive Banach space E with dim E = oo . Baja&ich spaces yÎ n the sequel of this section we suppose that K is not maximally complete.
(^•2) Proposition. If E is a Banach space over K such that every e C E lies in an injective subspace of E (in particular if E itself is injective) then E * = 0.
Proof. If 1 : E ~> K with 1^0 exists then for some injective F C E we have (F) = K. So K is weakly injective and hence injective, contrary to our assumption. For every Banach space G over K and every bounded bilinear map t : E / F -^ G the corresponding linear map t* : E ® F ~> G has the property ||tl( = (It'll .
Proof. First we note that |t|] is defined to be the supremum of pe(j ~1 |lf|| ^U t(e,f)|| e £ E. f C F? . Let a =<T e^ ® f^ € E ® F.
Then lit'(a) II = llZlt(e^.f^ ) l ( $ max l| t(e^.f^)^ || t || max H e^|( \ f. |( . Consequently I f (a) II ^ ll t |i ||a||. and so It' |j ^ ||t (j . On the other hand |t(e . f)lj = Ht'(e 8 f)|| <; Hf|| |je8f|jCllfniel| jjf IJ . So l|t||^hfl|. 2) The semi-norm on E 8 F is a norm and satisfies \\ e ® f II = t ell ll f(( . Define t : Kf. -^ G by t (f.) = 1 (we suppose here, as we may, that f. i-0).
Extend both mappings to the whole of E,resp. F»with values in G and without increasing their norms. 
Consider t : E K F -> G» t(e,f) = t.(e)t (f) and let f : E Q) F ->
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Since ft> C R, 0 < ft> < 1, was arbitrary, it follows that "rnaxll el /I li f fl ^ <X max ||e. l| llf. II ". (3) The norm on E (^ F will be denoted by || K . Clearly II x II >.||xl| for all
x in E \$ F . On the other hand : for x C E ^> F for x e E-^F. and (<CR, 0< o« 1 ,
there are e ,..., e in E and f ,..., f in F such that e. ,..., e is o{ -orthoa;onal and x = ZL e. ® f..
Hence (1) According to (1) we have ((xl| = max l| e!|| llf'll .
Definition. The completion of E (^) F with respect to the norm on the tensor product is denoted by E ® F. Proof, (i) For finite dimensional E and F this follows from the existence of an c<-orthogonal base for every c^ ,0 < ex < 1.
(ii) If E is a finite-dimensional subspace of E and p > 1 then there exists a projection p : E ^E. with II p II < P .
Indeed; since E ->• E" is isometric we have E C E d'(l) for some index set I.
So it suffices to make a projection on p : ^(l) ->• E with /(p || < p . For dim E = 1 such a p exists and easy induction proves the general case.
(iii) For finite-dimensional E C E and F <-F the map(E^ ® F , ii l| ) -^ (E (£» F, li ll ^ ) is isometric.
This follows tram (ii) since 1, C E' , m. € F* with 111 ll < 1 , (/ m |j < 1 can be extended to 1 C E', m € E' with II lj| < 1 and ll m t| < 1 (iv) The assertion now follows since also (E, ^ F,,
Corollary. For locally convex spaces E and F over a maximally complete field the £ -topology and ^rr -topology on E (j^ F coincide. Every locally convex space over a maximally complete fields is nuclear.
(5.5) For compact sets X,Y and complete locally convex E over K we have
C(X-^E) ^ (^(X-^K)^ EandC(XxY^K).-C(X->K)^C(Y-^K).
And for sets I and J we have c(l)S»c(J)^c(l^J).
o o o (5.6) Problem.
Does there exist another complete tensor product, say (s 9 of Banach spaces which has the property l^l)^-1°°(J) '=. I" (I X J) ?
(5.7) Related with tensor products is the theory of nuclear maps and the Fredholmtheory. We will only sketch this and refer to [^1j for more details.
Let E be a locally convex space over K and A C E a V-submodule. For any t Co^f(E,F) the following conditions are equivalent :
(ii) t is the uniform limit of elements in ^'(E,F) of finite rank.
(iii) t([x 6EJ l|x|| ^ ^h is a precompact subset of F.
Proof, See [l] ; We will call elements of ^ (E,F) completely continuous maps. has only projective resolutions
The resolutions are of course those considered in (2.5) and (3.^).
We will denote them by 0 -> E -» q E -^ q E -> 0 and 0 -> p-E -> p E -^ E -» 0. and right-exact, its derived functor applied to E C ^3 is equal to Ext (E,F) as defined in (6.2). So we are justified in denoting the left-derived functor of Hom(.,F) by Ext (.,F). Further one has the exact sequence 
Further Ext^(E,F) ® ^K « Ext (E,F) ® ^K ^Ext (E,F).
Proof. The sequence 0 ->• p E -^pE-^E-^0 (in class (C) hence also-in class (B) and (A)) induces exact sequences ;
This implies the existence of a canonical injective map o< : Ext^.(E,F) -^ Ext (E,F). After applying \j) K to the sequence (c) and comparing with (a) one finds Ext (E,F) '^^K^ Ext (E,F). So the proof will be finished as
•we have shown that Ex.t^(p E,F) is a vector-space over k,. Let P be a projective
Using the ortohonormal base of P one finds im/^3 ^IsP-^qF/;! l(x)|| < || xfl for all xf . 1 • • ~ ^ 1 j Hence im^/3 ^^m Horn (P,q F) and Ext (P,F) is a vector-space over k.
(6.6) For every Banach space E we form gr
This is a graded module over gr(K).
The graded ring gr(K) can be described as follows : Let G be the value group of K written as an additive group and let (() : G -^ K^ be a map satisfying |(()(g)l = e for all g C G. The map 0 induces a symmetric 2-cocycle J : G X G ->K^ (where G acts trivially on k^ ) by the formula ^(g,h) = the residue class of (|)(g) (()(h) (()(g+h) in k ^. Then gr(K) is isomorphic to k [G,^l= the group algebra of G over k-twisted by ^ . In particular if the valuation of K is
Let Gr(K) = Gr denote the category of all graded gr(K)-modules whose morphisms are the homogeneous gr(K)-linear maps of degree 0. Then Gr is an abelian category.
We remark that <.\ t. .^ is isometric (resp. essential) if and only if gr(^) is.injective (resp. bijective). The functor gr : ( J 2 ) with (B) -^ Gr is left-exact and covariant and its derived functor will be denoted by R'(gr).
(6.7) Let E be a Banach space over K. A hole in E is free filter (f on E generated by spheres. The diameter of 9 is the infimum over all radii of spheres belonging to Cr . Two holes f and Y a.re said to be equivalent if there exists e 6 E with e +^= ^.
Banach spaces
Qc
Proposition. There is a bijective correspondence between the homogeneous elements (^ 0) ^f R (gr) E of degree /^(/^CR,p> 0) and the equivalence classes of holes of diameter n ^n E.
Proof. The injective resolution 0 -^ E -
Let ^ be a homogeneous element (^0) of degree p in R^g^E. Then ^ has a Further, inj. dim V = 1 if and only if K/V has the "filter property". This filter property is easily seen to be equivalent with maximally completeness.
(6.11) The counterpart for projective dimensions is :
Proposition. Every module has projective dimension < 2. If M is flat (equivalent to torsion free) then proj. dim M <; 1. Every projective module is free.
Proof. The last statement is a special case of Kaplansky's "big projectives are free". The proposition will be proved is we can show : any full submodule M of a free module P (i.e. P/M has no torsion) is itself projective. For this one can imitate the proof of 3.6).
We will exclude in the sequel of this section the trivial case of a discrete valuation ring. Hence Ext^(K,M) = 0. tt^" Analogous.
Proof of (ii). Hom^E^F) =^ Honiy(BE,BF) and the injectivity of
Horn (E,F) -^Hom^(QE,QF) are obvious. Take t ^ Hom^(QE,QF) and let s be the map E -^ QE -^'QF. We have to show that s can be lifted to a map E -> F or that
Hom^(E,F) -»Hom^(E,QF) is surjective. The cokernel of the latter is Ext^E^F).
Since E is a direct sum of copies of K and BF is complete the lemma yields Ext-(E,BF) = 0.
Proof 6 :f (iv). The injective resolution 0 -> F -^ q F -> q F -^0 yields exact sequences: -(6.14) Consequences. Using (6.12) and (6.13) one can translate properties, constructions etc. of Banach spaces into properties etc. of V-modules. Examples. (ii) (6.12) part(iii) combined with (6.9) proves that the quotient of an in-jective Banach space is again injective.
(iii) (6.11 ) is the counterpart of (3.6) : every closed subspace of a protective Banach space is projective. Further Kaplansky's theorem "Projective modules over a local ring are free" is the counterpart of (3.10) : every projective Banach space is free.
(iv) Let E be a Banach space and 6/(QE) the injective envelope of QE. By To show this process in detail we consider first a simple case :
(7.1) Proposition. Let X be a compact subset of K which has no isolated points and let E be a Banach space over K. There exists (for every ^ > 0) a bounded linear P : C(X -^E) -^(X -^E) (with WP(| ^ & ) satisfying :
(a) P(f)' = f and lim (y-x)" 1 (P(f)(y) -P(f)(x)) = f(x) uniformly on X.
(b) For any f £ C(X -^ E) and any x,y C X the following inequality holds : Let f C C(X -^ K) have the expansion f =Z ^.5., lim X. = 0. Then
Hence (a) and (b) follow. This ordering satisfies n \^ m if and only if ()) (m) = 1. For n ^ 0, n = a^+a^p+...+ a^ , 0 < a^ < p, a^ ^ 0 we put n_ = n-a^ or in other words n^_ is the largest integer satisfying n f n and n ^ n. and let E be a Banach space over K (or if necessary a locally convex space over K). We want to construct a (continuous) linear P : C(X ^ E) -^C(X ~-> E) which satisfies P(f)' = f for all f 6 C(X-^E).
We will show that it suffices to give a primitive function of just one conti- Then for n > n : 
y-^x
This completes the proof. (ii) The map A can be written in a slightly different form :
n n (7.6) Proposition. (Treiber)Let X "be asubset of K which has no isolated points and let E be a Banach space over K. Let & S. 0. There exists a linear P ; C(X ->E) -> C(X -^ E) satisfying :
(i) (Pf)' = f and on any compact set lim -
(ii) For every full compact set T, the restriction of P to T has norm $. 6, and II P(f)(y) -P(f)(x) -(y-x)f.(x)H^ tly-xU ||f(l for all x,y C T ; f C C(X •> E).
(iii) 1^ dim E < 00 then P restricted to any compact full T is completely continuous,
Proof. Every pL cj{W induces a map ^ : C(X -^E) ->E. Indeed ; let T C X be a compact set such that ^ : Proof. First we solve the "universal problem" ? : X-^ ^ (E,(^| (X) ^ E).
Here J{ (X) ^ E is the completion of</1(X) ^ E which has the topology derived from the semi-norms on (A((X), the norm on E and the tensor product (semi)-norm construction of §.5. As in (7.^) one defines maps R : X -^ X (n ^ 0) with the properties: (ii) As a corollary of (7.7) one finds that every continuous k-form (closed or not) is exact. In particular there is a function f =^-^ with Of » yax. So ^ -" ^ = 0 a n a^^.
An explicit formula for f is given by the following : (iii) The example (7.2) gives a primitive function for which one has derived the formula P(f)(^° a^) = ^-a^.p^^t j^ a.p 1 ). n=C>
This operator P could also be obtained from (7*6) where R : Z -^ S? is n ^ P P defined by (i) R (Z ) = ^ ; -R (0) = 0 for all n ; (ii) R (Y_a.p 1 ) = T^a.p 1 with 1=0 0 ^ a.< p for all p. ' (iv) Solving differential equations is an exerciee after (7.6)..To be complete we will solve the exercise. Proof* Let k be such that lirl o< ^* The ma P p gi^n by the formula oO P(f)(t) = 7" (R ,(t) -R (t))f(R t) has the property (Pf)' = f and n=k n+1 n n ||P(f)|| ^ IIT^ ||f|| for every full compact T C X. Take h C C(X ->E) with h' = 0.
The map ft-^h+PL(f) of C(X -^E) into itself is a strict contraction with respect to every |( |(-. Hence there exists a unique f = T (h) satisfying f = h+PL(f).
Clearly % is isometric with respect to || \{ and also surjective since f = L(f) implies P(f') = PL(f) and h = f-p(f') has derivate zero. We construct in the same way F \^ , here also C \ C ^X .We claim that ^"n+l We want to show F'(t) = ^ (t). Let t ^ X then this is equivalent to G = [ ( F v -F \ ^ ) satisfies G'd) = 0. We consider two cases : n^k n+1\'n n' n+1 -(a) t ^ S X . Then t 0 X for some k and,for small h also,t+h ^ X . n=1 n u k
Since G has support in X-one has G(t+h) = G(t) ^ 0. and j^ .|i G ij an orthonormal base of R consisting of characteristic functions.
For each \. there exists according to (7.16) a primitive function F. such that
